COMMENTS RECEIVED FOR PROPOSED RULE REVISIONS:

CITIZENS’ PETITION TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN MARIJUANA USES
IN THE D-GN2 SUBDISTRICT

Part 3 of 3
The following pages compile written comments filed with the Maine Land Use planning
Commission regarding the Citizens’ Petition to prohibit certain marijuana uses in the D-GN2
subdistrict.
Rebuttal Comments: (Information or viewpoints that refute, contest, correct, or otherwise
counter comments submitted during the comment period.) The deadline for submissions in
rebuttal to prior comments is August 2, 2021. Rebuttal comments will be posted on the LUPC’s
rulemaking webpage (www.maine.gov/dacf/lupc/laws_rules/proposed_rules/rules.shtml)
shortly thereafter.

[NOTE: Because personally identifiable information (PII) 1 can be used to conduct fraud (e.g.,
steal a person’s identity), signatures and physical or mailing addresses have been redacted from
these materials.]
1

Information that permits the identity of an individual to whom the information applies to be reasonably inferred
by either direct or indirect means. Further, PII is defined as information: (i) that directly identifies an individual
(e.g., name, address, social security number or other identifying number or code, telephone number, email
address, etc.) or (ii) by which an agency intends to identify specific individuals in conjunction with other data
elements, i.e., indirect identification. [U.S. Dept. of Labor, www.dol.gov/general/ppii]

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard A. Spencer
Beaucage, Timothy
East, Judith C
RE: Concerning comment
Friday, July 02, 2021 4:36:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Tim,
Thanks for your email and for sending me a copy of the letter from Stephen Marchacos dated
June 28,2021 which he sent to LUPC.
As an initial matter, I would point out that Doug Guy never circulated, and Mr. Marchacos
never signed, the statutory   petition that is the foundation of the present LUPC rulemaking
proceeding.
On the contrary, what Mr. Marchacos refers to as “the petition” was in reality the letters of
support for the petition that were collected and submitted after the petition had been
submitted to, and accepted by LUPC. I have reviewed the original petitions and Mr.
Marchacos’ name does not appear on any of them. He did, however, sign a letter of support
which can be found in the group of letters that I sent to the record of the rulemaking hearing
on June 14th as Doc.975.pdf.
It is his letter of support that Mr. Marchacos apparently wishes to withdraw.
In an effort to find out the substance of Mr. Marchacos’ complaints against Mr. Guy, I called
Mr. Marchacos yesterday afternoon after receiving your email and asked him what he had
heard Doug Guy saying to the people who signed the four letters of support that he
mentioned in his letter. Mr. Marchacos refused to tell me and instead complained to me
about the way he had been treated by Mr. Guy at the Rangeley Plantation transfer station.
When I pointed out that his letter to LUPC had been copied to an attorney at Wilmer Hale
with the initials of RCK and offered to speak with his attorney, he advised me that he had not
consulted any attorney at Wilmer Hale or elsewhere on this matter, and asked me not to call
the Wilmer Hale attorney with those initials.
In order to gain additional insight into this matter, I called Doug Guy this morning to ask him
what he could recall about what he had said to people who he had asked to consider signing
the letters of support for the petition. By way of introduction Mr. Guy is an 80 year old retiree
with a college degree, who formerly worked as an engineer, and who currently works part
time as an attendant at the Rangeley Transfer Station. According to Mr. Guy, when he was
gathering the letters of support, he would approach people at the transfer station and ask if
they might be interested in signing a letter of support for changing the zoning to exclude
marijuana uses from the two community center subdistricts in Rangeley Plantation. If they
said “yes”, he would then read them the first paragraph of the printed form letter and provide
them with an unsigned copy of the letter. He would have them read the whole letter and sign
it if they wished to. When I asked Mr. Guy how he would respond to the suggestion by Mr.

Marchacos that he was misleading people, he said in slightly more colorful language:
“That’s pure BS. I am eighty years old and I am not going to mislead anybody about anything”.
If you have any questions about this, or feel the need to follow up, please feel free speak with
Mr. Guy directly. He can be reached on his cell phone at 239 283 2904.
In conclusion, as the petitioners’ representative, I would state that we have no objection
whatsoever to allowing Mr. Marchacos to withdraw his letter of support for the petition. We
also believe that the withdrawal of his letter of support is the result of a personal dispute he
has with Mr. Guy; that it has nothing to do with the substance of the rule making petition;
and that it should have no bearing on the Commission’s response to the rule making petition.
On an unrelated matter, as you have suggested, we will be submitting a memo to LUPC with
additional information relating to the treatment of marijuana manufacturing /cultivation
facilities by most Maine municipalities as a light industrial use for zoning purposes and as a
use that is not compatible with residential uses.
Respectfully submitted,
Dick Spencer
Petitioners’ Representative
Richard A. Spencer
Attorney

207.772.1941 ext. 506
RSpencer@dwmlaw.com
84 Marginal Way, Suite 600, Portland, ME 04101-2480
800.727.1941 | 207.772.3627 Fax | dwmlaw.com

The information transmitted herein is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Unintended transmission shall not constitute waiver of any privilege, including,
without limitation, the attorney-client privilege if applicable. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or
taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
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From: Beaucage, Timothy <Timothy.Beaucage@maine.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 1, 2021 2:13 PM
To: Richard A. Spencer <RSpencer@dwmlaw.com>
Cc: East, Judith C <Judith.C.East@maine.gov>
Subject: Concerning comment

Good afternoon Dick,
Please find the attached letter submitted today. We do not have enough information to understand
to what extent this account is/is not true; and we do not presume that the actions of individual(s)
are reflective of how this matter has been conveyed to residents, landowners, and the public at
large. However, it is concerning enough that it be brought to your attention.
At the moment, I cannot yet confirm what (if anything) the LUPC staff or Commission will do with the
information.
Tim
Tim Beaucage
Senior Planner, Land Use Planning Commission
22 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0022
Phone (Direct): (207) 287-4894; Fax: (207) 287-7439
Email: Timothy.Beaucage@maine.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO: Land Use Planning Commission
FROM: Richard A. Spencer, Esq.
Drummond Woodsum
DATE: July 16, 2021
RE: Response to LUPC Staff Request Regarding Municipal Classification of Marijuana
Cultivation and Manufacturing as Light Industrial or Industrial Use
This memorandum supplements the June 14, 2021 memorandum submitted on behalf of the
petitioners in support of the Land Use Planning Commission’s draft rule. By email correspondence
dated July 22, 2021, LUPC staff requested additional information regarding the classification of
marijuana cultivation and manufacturing as industrial/light industrial uses by Maine municipalities
that allow and regulate these uses. The focus of this memorandum is on indoor marijuana
cultivation and manufacturing facilities that are not being operated on a small scale within a
primary residence or as a home occupation or outdoor cultivation operations.
Since 2018, when the Maine Medical Use of Marijuana Act was amended to give municipalities
express authority to regulate medical marijuana cultivation and manufacturing operations, many
Maine municipalities have classified such uses, and the structures associated with such uses, as
manufacturing, industrial or light industrial uses. The reason for this is two-fold. First, marijuana
cultivation and manufacturing activities occurring indoors within a controlled environment—that
is, with artificial lighting extensive engineered climate controls; use of chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, and nutrients; and industrial extraction processes—are akin to industrial or light
industrial uses. Second, the land use impacts of marijuana cultivation and manufacturing
activities— including odor impacts, noise impacts, security concerns, and fire hazards—are akin
to the impacts of industrial or light industrial uses.
Even when municipalities do not classify these uses as manufacturing, industrial, or light industrial
uses, many Maine municipalities have imposed setbacks from residential and other sensitive uses,
such as parks and recreational facilities, dwelling units, places of worship, schools, and day care
facilities. Such setback restrictions reflect an understanding that marijuana cultivation and
manufacturing facilities are not compatible with residential neighborhoods, places where children
gather, or downtown commercial or mixed-use districts.
The chart attached to this memo as Appendix A summarizes both the zoning and setback
requirements for indoor marijuana manufacturing and cultivation operations in a sampling of
Maine municipalities and provides citations to the relevant codes or ordinances. Appendix B is a
non-exhaustive list of the municipalities that do not allow marijuana cultivation or manufacturing
within their downtown commercial or mixed-use districts or in their residential zones. Appendix
C contains photos that illustrate the types of equipment and infrastructure commonly associated
with marijuana cultivation and manufacturing uses.

800.727.1941 | dwmlaw.com

I.

Marijuana Cultivation and Manufacturing Facilities Are Commonly Restricted
to Industrial or Light Industrial Zones

As illustrated in the chart in Appendix A, a diverse range of municipalities—including Auburn,
Bangor, Biddeford, Brunswick, Eliot, Gorham1, Lewiston, Orono, Portland, Saco and
Waterville—restrict marijuana cultivation and manufacturing to their industrial or light industrial
zones, and allow these uses in other commercial or rural zones under very limited circumstances.
In Waterville, for example, marijuana manufacturing is only permitted in the General Industrial
Zone. Marijuana cultivation is allowed only in the General Industrial Zone and the CommercialC Zone. Notably, the purpose of the Commercial-C Zone is to accommodate establishments
catering to the needs of motorists and users of motorized equipment, such as sales, service, and
repair of motor vehicles. Residential uses are prohibited in the Commercial-C zone; indeed, a
buffer strip of evergreen plantings at least 20 feet in width and 10 feet in height must be planted
and maintained and a solid fence must be constructed on properties adjacent to residential districts
or uses in this zone.
Likewise, in Portland, marijuana manufacturing and cultivation are only permitted in industrial
zones and the B-4 zone. While the B-4 zone accommodates some commercial uses, its purpose is
to provide appropriate locations in the city for the development and operation of businesses
catering primarily to highway-oriented trade along major arterials (uses which have market areas
which are primarily dependent on the regional highway network or serve a regional or larger
market), as well as to provide appropriate locations for large-scale commercial uses that require
larger land areas to accommodate their operations. Residential uses are prohibited in the B-4 zone.
Indeed, in Portland, marijuana manufacturing and cultivation facilities, regardless of zoning,
cannot be sited within 300 feet of the boundary of a residential zone.
More rural communities take a similar approach. For example, the Town of Eliot (pop. 6,204 at
the 2010 census) is zoned into five broad categories: R (rural), S (suburban), V (village), MHP
(mobile home park), and C/I (commercial and industrial). The Town only allows marijuana
cultivation and manufacturing in its C/I zone subject to site plan review. The Town of Greenville
(pop. 1,646 at the 2010 census) both prohibits marijuana uses within its downtown district and
prohibits all marijuana cultivation and manufacturing facilities sited outside the downtown district
from being located within 1,000 feet2 of: a) a church, synagogue, or other house of religious worship; b)
a public or private school; c) an athletic field, park, playground, or recreational facility; d) a public library;
or e) a licensed day care facility.

Indeed, the issue of whether marijuana-related uses are compatible with residential and
commercial uses is a key consideration when municipalities adopt zoning amendments to
accommodate marijuana-related uses. For example, the Town of Kittery is in the process of
finalizing draft zoning ordinance amendments and a licensing ordinance to allow new marijuanarelated uses and to further regulate existing medical marijuana businesses. Town staff and officials,
particularly members of the Planning Board, spent many hours over the past year in workshops
and meetings discussing potential land use impacts of various marijuana-related uses and the
zoning that would be appropriate for such uses. Town officials took into account the experiences
The sole exception is for cultivation/manufacturing in the rural district when inside an existing agricultural
building.
1

2

For Tier 1 cultivation facilities the setback is 500 feet instead of 1,000.

in and approaches of other municipalities and conducted a site visit to a marijuana cultivation
facility in a nearby town. Most recently, in a memorandum to the Town Council, the Town
Manager recommended making adjustments to a proposed zoning ordinance amendment in order
to prohibit marijuana cultivation facilities in the Town’s commercial zone (C-1) and mixed-use
neighborhood zone (MU). In making this adjustment, the Town Manager explained that “[a]ll
who have been involved in the development and review of this ordinance are rightly concerned
about marijuana cultivation and manufacturing preempting redevelopment in the C-1 and MU
areas where the Town is hoping to see mixed-use affordable housing developments.”3 The town
of Old Orchard Beach has similarly been developing land use ordinance amendments over the past
several months to allow adult use marijuana establishments. The recommendation from the
Planning Board and staff to the Town Council was to limit cultivation and manufacturing activities
to the town’s Industrial District.4
Maine communities are not alone in treating marijuana cultivation and manufacturing as industrial
or light industrial uses: this zoning and regulatory approach is consistent with practices in states
with more mature cannabis markets, such as Washington State. The Municipal Research and
Services Center in Washington, for example, reports the following marijuana zoning trends in
cities and counties across the state since 2012:
City and county zoning measures adopted since initiative 502 was approved are
diverse. Some jurisdictions have enacted total prohibitions, while others have
allowed marijuana businesses in appropriate zoning districts (retail marijuana
businesses in retail zones, outdoor marijuana production in agricultural zones, and
indoor marijuana production and marijuana processing in industrial zones).
Most jurisdictions that allow indoor marijuana production in warehouse-type
structures, such as Moses Lake or Ellensburg, have limited them to manufacturing
and/or industrial zones. Some urban jurisdictions, like Vancouver, have chosen to
allow all marijuana businesses only in industrial or light industrial zones – to keep
them tucked away where they will be less obvious or controversial. Additionally,
some cities, like the city of Newport, require a conditional use permit process and
impose conditions concerning issues such as odors emanating from the property.5
A Note About Outdoor Cultivation of Marijuana
Most municipalities prohibit the outdoor cultivation of marijuana. The City of Auburn is an
outlier: it allows outdoor cultivation in its agricultural and resource protection districts. An
outdoor cultivation facility is different from a large indoor cultivation facility because an outdoor
grow area does not require the same type of infrastructure (lighting, HVAC systems) typical of
indoor cultivation operations. Notably, Auburn only allows marijuana manufacturing uses in its
See Town Manager’s Report to the Kittery Town Council (dated June 28, 2021), available at
https://www.kitteryme.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif3316/f/agendas/council_packet_6-28-2021.pdf.
3

See Planning Staff’s Report to the Old Orchard Beach Town Council (dated July 13, 2021), available at
https://www.oobmaine.com/sites/g/files/vyhlif3621/f/events/council_workshop_packet_07_13_2021.pdf.
5
See Marijuana Regulation in Washington State, Municipal Research and Services Center, available at
https://mrsc.org/getdoc/8cd49386-c1bb-46f9-a3c8-2f462dcb576b/Marijuana-Regulation-in-WashingtonState.aspx (last visited July 7, 2021).
4

agricultural zone if it is an accessory use to an outdoor cultivation facility. Similarly, cultivation
facilities are only allowed in the City’s general business district if they are accessory to a marijuana
retail store. This regulatory framework allows for a vertically integrated business to have multiple
licenses on the same site but ensures that the marijuana uses are of a scale and nature compatible
with surrounding agricultural or commercial uses. The only zone where the City permits indoor
cultivation of marijuana and marijuana principal manufacturing uses, however, is in its industrial
district.
II.

Marijuana Cultivation and Manufacturing Facilities Are Commonly Required to
be Set Back and Buffered from Residential Uses and Public Gathering Places

In addition to restricting cultivation and manufacturing activities to industrial zones, municipalities
typically impose setback and buffering requirements to separate marijuana-related uses from other
uses, such as residential zones, dwelling units, and sensitive uses. While state law already requires
municipalities to prohibit adult use marijuana businesses and registered dispensaries from being
located within a certain distance from public and private schools6, most municipalities elect to
include additional setback and buffer requirements for marijuana-related uses.
For example, Bangor, Bridgton, Eliot, Lewiston, and Portland specifically preclude marijuanarelated uses from being located within a certain distance of a dwelling unit or a residential zoning
boundary. Communities also frequently adopt requirements to separate and buffer marijuanarelated uses from public parks, recreational facilities, public properties, houses of worship, schools,
playgrounds, and childcare facilities. These types of restrictions are strong indicia that marijuanarelated uses are be incompatible with residential uses and with public gathering places—the types
of uses one would generally see in residential, mixed-use, or downtown commercial zones.
A sampling of municipalities that have established setback and buffering requirements is provided
in Appendix B.
III.

Carve-outs for Small-Scale Home-Based Caregivers

Truly small-scale caregivers operating out of their homes, cultivating a small number of plants,
and engaging in limited manufacturing activities in home kitchens represent a very different
operation than the marijuana cultivation and manufacturing activities representative of the modern
cannabis industry. For this reason, many Maine municipalities distinguish small-scale caregiver
operations from marijuana cultivation and manufacturing facilities in their zoning and land use
ordinances. For example, the City of Portland enacted a definition for a “small-scale marijuana
caregiver” use that is allowed in the City’s mixed use zones:
A registered caregiver who sells or dispenses marijuana to no more than five
individual registered patients in any one calendar month; does not process or
manufacture marijuana using chemicals or solvents; and cultivates no more than:
1) 250 square feet of plant canopy where located in a single-family dwelling or
commercial space; or 2) 125 square feet of plant canopy where located in a dwelling
unit within a two-family or multi-family building.

6

See 28-B M.R.S. § 402(2); 22 M.R.S. § 2428(6)(B).

An operation of this size can largely go unnoticed by neighbors with minimal risk of generating
issues such as odor, noise, increased traffic, or fire hazards. While under state law a registered
caregiver is authorized to serve an unlimited number of patients and cultivate up to 500 square feet
of plant canopy, the City of Portland felt it was necessary to further restrict this activity under the
local ordinance in order to allow caregivers to operate in non-industrial districts—so long as such
operations remain truly small-scale.
Such limits on the amount of plant canopy, restrictions around manufacturing processes, and caps
on the number of patients are indicators that a municipality recognizes that the cannabis industry
is sophisticated and well-funded, and marijuana-related activities can quickly scale up to become
industrial-scale operations.
Appendix C contains photographs of marijuana cultivation and manufacturing facilities, including
some that have been recently constructed in in Maine.
IV.

Conclusion

In municipalities where marijuana cultivation and manufacturing are allowed beyond small homebased caregiver operations, the general approach to regulating such uses is to classify them as
industrial or light industrial uses; to prohibit them in residential and mixed-use commercial zones;
and to establish stringent setback and buffering requirements from residential and other sensitive
uses, including public gathering places.
As noted in testimony provided to the Commission, the Community Center Development (D-GN2)
Subdistrict was created to establish a few very small areas in the plantations near Rangeley where
there would be a mix of residential, civic, and pedestrian friendly businesses that could serve as
community centers. Marijuana manufacturing and cultivation facilities and uses, other than smallscale home-based caregiver operations, are not consistent with the purposes of the D-GN2
Subdistrict and are far more appropriate in the Extended Settlement Development (D-ES)
Subdistrict, which was specifically designed for industrial, light industrial, and transportation
based wholesale distribution facilities.
I trust this memorandum is responsive to the LUPC staff’s questions. If you have any further
questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me.

APPENDIX A
Maine Municipal Zoning and Regulatory Framework for Marijuana Cultivation and Manufacturing
The table, below, provides a sampling of how Maine municipalities zone and regulate marijuana cultivation and manufacturing uses.
Note: This list is not exhaustive.
Zoning

Setbacks and Buffers from Sensitive Uses

Citations

Auburn

(1) Marijuana cultivation and
manufacturing are permitted uses in the
Industrial District; (2) Marijuana
cultivation is a permitted use in the
Agriculture and Resource Protection
District (manufacturing only allowed if
accessory to licensed cultivation site in
this zone) ; (3) Marijuana cultivation is a
permitted use in the General Business
District (but only if accessory to a retail
use); (4) Marijuana cultivation is a
permitted use in the Minot Avenue
(GBII) District (but only if accessory to a
retail use)

(1) 750 feet from schools; (2) 1,000 feet from
other marijuana businesses, but not applicable to
cultivation or manufacturing facilities in the
Industrial Zoning District specifically

City of Auburn Code of Ordinances, Chapter
60, Article IV – District Regulations; Article
XVIII, Section 14-659

Bangor

Permitted uses in (1) Urban Industry
District; (2) Industry and Service District

(1) 1,000 feet from, or on the other side of a
controlled access highway from, the real property
comprising any public or private elementary or
secondary school or school dormitory, juvenile
shelter, orphanage, public playground, or public
park; (2) 300 feet from, or on the other side of a
controlled access highway from, any church,
chapel, parish house, other place of worship, day
care, or dwelling on a residential parcel, measured
by a straight line from building to building

City of Bangor Code of Ordinances, Part II,
Chapter 165, Article XIII, Sec. 165-96; Article
XIV, Sec. 165-102

Biddeford

Conditional uses in the Industrial zones
(I-1, I-2, I-3)

Bridgton

Permitted uses in: (1) Inner Corridor
District; (2) Outer Corridor District

Code of Ordinances of the City of Biddeford,
Part III, Article V, Table A (available here)
(1); 1,000 foot buffer from schools, safe zones,
churches or other houses of worship; (2) 100-foot

Town of Bridgton Land Use Ordinance, Article
II, Section 2

Zoning

Setbacks and Buffers from Sensitive Uses

Citations

buffer from residential uses; (3) 300-foot buffer
from other marijuana businesses

Town of Bridgton Site Plan Review Ordinance,
Article XI, Section 4

Brunswick

Conditional use in the Growth Industrial
District

500 feet from schools

Brunswick Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 3 Property Use Standards Section 3.2 - Growth
Area Permitted Use Table

Eliot

Site plan review (SPR) use in the
Commercial and Industrial District

500 feet from the property line of an existing
public or private school, residential property,
childcare facility, place of worship or public
facility

Eliot Code of Ordinances, Subpart B, Chapter
33, Sec. 33-189; Sec. 33-190

Gorham

Permitted use in the following zones: (1)
Industrial District; (2) Olde Canal
Industrial District; (3) Rural District
when inside an existing agricultural
building

750 feet from schools

Gorham Land Use and Development Code,
Chapter 1, Section 1; Town of Gorham AdultUse and Medical Marijuana Licensing
Ordinance

Greenville

Larger scale cultivation facilities and
manufacturing facilities are prohibited in
the downtown districts

(1) 1,000 feet (500 feet instead for tier 1
cultivation facilities only) from: a) a church,
synagogue, or other house of religious worship; b)
a public or private school; c) an athletic field,
park, playground, or recreational facility; d) a
public library; e) a juvenile or adult halfway
house, correctional facility, or substance abuse
rehabilitation treatment center; or f) a licensed day
care facility.
(2) 500 feet from the boundaries of any land use
district where these uses are prohibited for the
largest category of cultivation/manufacturing (Tier
2 Manufacturing Facilities and Tier 4 Cultivation
Facilities)

Land Use Ordinance for the Town of
Greenville, Article V, Table V-1; Town of
Greenville Marijuana Establishments
Ordinance, Adopted November 3, 2020,
available here: https://greenvilleme.com/wpcontent/uploads/Greenville-MarijuanaEstablishments-Ord.-11.3.2020-1.pdf

Lewiston

Permitted uses in zones categorized as
“Industrial” in land use table: (1)
Highway Business; (2) Office Service;
(3) Industrial; (4) Urban Enterprise; (5)
Mill

(1) 750 feet from schools and public parks,
playgrounds, or recreational facilities owned by
the City; (2) 300 feet from a dwelling in a
residential zoning district; (3) 500 feet between
marijuana stores

City of Lewiston Code of Ordinances,
Appendix A: Zoning & Land Use Code, Article
IX; Chapter 22, Article XV, Sec. 22-430

Zoning

Setbacks and Buffers from Sensitive Uses

Citations

Orono

(1) Cultivation allowed in Forestry &
Agriculture (F&A), Commercial-1 (C-1),
and Economic Development Zone (EDZ)
zones; (2) manufacturing allowed in C-1
and EDZ zones (all classified as
industrial zones)

(1) 1,000 feet from a school or other educational
facility; (2) 1,000 feet from any child-care or daycare facility; (3) 500 feet from a university

Orono Land Use Ordinance to Implement
Standards for Marijuana Establishments
(codified version not yet available online)

Portland

Permitted uses in the B-4 zone and
Industrial zones (I-L/I-Lb, I-M/I-Mb, IH/I-Hb)

(1) 500 feet from schools; (2) 300 feet from the
following residential zones: R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, R5/R-5A, R-6/R-6A, or R-7.

City of Portland Land Use Code, Chapter 14,
Article 6, Table 6-C, 6-E
City of Portland Land Use Code, Chapter 14,
Article 6, Section 6.4.10(B))

Presque
Isle

(1) Cultivation allowed in industrial (I),
light industrial (LI) and agricultural
farming/forestry (AFF) zones; (2)
manufacturing allowed in business (B),
industrial (I), light industrial (LI), and
agricultural farming/forestry (AFF) zones

(1) 1,000 feet from schools; (2) 150 from other
marijuana businesses, churches, pre-schools, day
cares, and community centers (cultivation and
manufacturing facilities in the industrial zones
exempt from this setback)

City of Presque Isle Municipal Ordinances,
Chapter 59-A, Adult Use and Medical
Marijuana Business Ordinance, Section J; land
use chart

Saco

Medical marijuana caregivers only
allowed in the Business-Industrial
District and Industrial District

500 feet from schools/daycares

City of Saco City Code Chapter 230, Table 3-3;
Sec. VII12

Waterville

(1) Cultivation facilities allowed in the
Rural Residential (R-R), Commercial-C
(C-C), General Industrial
(I) and Airport Industrial (AI) zoning
districts; (2) Extraction facilities allowed
in the General Industrial (I) and Airport
Industrial (AI) zoning district.

500 feet from schools, places of religious worship,
daycares, recreational areas designated for use by
children up to eighteen (18) years of age, areas
designated as municipal safe areas.

City of Waterville Marijuana Ordinance, Article
VI

APPENDIX B
Municipalities Prohibiting Marijuana Cultivation and Manufacturing Facilities7
from Downtown and/or Residential Zones
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Auburn
Bangor
Biddeford
Boothbay
Bridgton
Brunswick
Damariscotta
Eliot
Gorham
Greenville
Lewiston
Orono
Portland
Presque Isle
Saco
Scarborough
Topsham
Waterville
Wilton
20. Windham

7

This list is not exhaustive and does not include small-scale, home-based operations as discussed supra, Section. III.

APPENDIX C
Sample Photos of Marijuana Cultivation and Manufacturing Facilities

Indoor Cultivation Facility with Mezzanine

Greenhouse Cultivation Facility

Hydro-Carbon Marijuana Extraction Equipment (Photo 1) and C1/D1 Modular Fire Rated Extraction Booth* (Photo 2)
*NFPA Model Fire Code Chapter 38 and State Law Require that Hydro-Carbon and CO2 Extraction Occur within a C1/D1 Lab

Rotary Evaporator (Roto Vape) – Used in Marijuana Distillate
Production

Marijuana Edibles Commercial Kitchen

Testimony of Richard A. Spencer, Petitioners’ Representative
Maine Land Use Planning Commission Rulemaking Public Hearing
June 16, 2021
My name is Dick Spencer and I am an attorney at Drummond Woodsum in Portland. I
am speaking as the petitioners’ representative in connection with the citizens’ petition.
The Rangeley Prospective Zoning Plan established the Community Center D-GN2 subdistrict
to set aside a few small areas in Dallas, Sandy River, and Rangeley Plantations to facilitate
the development of small village-like community centers to serve the local populations of
those Plantations. Under the proposed rule, home-based cultivation of marijuana and homebased medical marijuana caregiver operations would still be permitted in the D-GN2. Nonhome-based medical marijuana manufacturing/cultivation facilities would not be permitted.
These medical marijuana manufacturing/cultivation facilities are more akin to light industrial
pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities and they could still be located in the Extended
Settlement D-ES subdistrict, which is where they would be more appropriately located.
I will address my remaining testimony to the five specific public policy issues that were
raised in the staff memo that was dated June 7, 2021 and addressed to the public record
of this proceeding..
The staff’s first public policy question initially suggests that the medical marijuana
manufacturing/cultivation facilities that would be prohibited by the proposed rule are similar
to the commercial uses permitted in the D-GN2, and asks if we disagree. We strongly
disagree.
Medical marijuana manufacturing/cultivation facilities will not serve as “focal points for
community life,” “foster social interaction, ” be pedestrian friendly,” or make a contribution
to a “mix of compatible residential, commercial and civic uses” . The Rangeley Plan and
Chapter 10 list examples of appropriate community center uses as follows: retail shops,
restaurants, bed and breakfasts, artisan shops, galleries, and retail sale of gasoline (up to
two pumps). The land use impacts of medical marijuana manufacturing/cultivation facilities
are entirely different, and far more serious, than the impacts of these types of commercial
use.
The staff’s second public policy question suggests that because the D-GN2 was created
through an extensive community process in Dallas, Sandy River, and Rangeley Plantations,
a similar community process should be followed in order to change the uses permitted in
the D-GN2 subdistrict. When the D-GN2 was created in the three Plantations, however,
no one in those three Plantations ever thought that medical marijuana
manufacturing/cultivation facilities could be located in the D-GN2subdistrict. It is subsequent
decisions by the LUPC staff and the Commission, that were made with no public process
the affected Plantations,
that have made medical marijuana manufacturing/cultivation
facilities a permitted use in D-GN2. The proposed rule would simply return the D-GN2
subdistrict to its original purpose. A rulemaking petition signed by 191 residents of the

affected Plantations, followed by approximately 200 letters of public support , followed by
a public hearing, is ample public process, especially in this case, where there appears to
be broad community support for the proposed change.
The staff’s third public policy question asks whether it will create permitting and
enforcement problems to treat medical marijuana home-based caregiver operations in a
different manner from other home-based businesses in the LUPC jurisdiction. The answer
to this question is “NO.” Under Maine’s marijuana statutes, a home-based medical marijuana
caregiver can sell medical marijuana to individual patients by appointment, but cannot open
their home to the general public for regular business hours and cannot display an exterior
sign without creating a retail store. The essence of zoning is to apply different standards to
different categories of use. This statutory definition of a medical marijuana caregiver as
opposed to a retail store is clear and will not create permitting or enforcement problems for
the Commission.
The staff’s fourth and fifth policy questions ask whether the issues raised by the citizens’
petition might be more appropriately addressed by the Maine Legislature by extending the
medical marijuana opt-in to LUPC’s jurisdiction; and if the Legislature were to do so,
how LUPC would address potential conflicts between State law and local zoning.
There is no need to involve the Maine Legislature and the entire 10 million acre LUPC
jurisdiction in order to address a land use issue that involves a land use subdistrict that
only exists in a few very small areas in Dallas, Sandy River, and Rangeley Plantations. If
the Legislature were to extend the opt-in provision to the LUPC jurisdiction, however, the
Commission would have no difficulty dealing with potential conflicts between State law
and local zoning, since State law would control over local regulation.
In conclusion, I would ask the members of the Commission to please read the memos we
have submitted on behalf of the Petitioners before you vote on the proposed rule. .Please
listen to the voices of the people from Dallas, Sandy River, and Rangeley Plantations;
they know what is best for their communities. Please act on the on the petition promptly;
it is the right thing to do for these communities.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

s/Richard A. Spencer
Richard A. Spencer.

